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the only downside of bit driver updater is that it cannot uninstall the old versions of the driver.
however, there is an option to manually uninstall the old driver version using the windows system

control panel. open system control panel by clicking on the start menu and typing the word
“system”. after it is launched, click on control panel and then on device manager. now go to the

hardware tab. if you do not see your bluetooth driver listed, choose new driver. you will see an “add
a new hardware device” window. press next and follow the prompts. select the appropriate driver
options to let the tool know how to handle the driver. it will check whether the driver is a windows

update driver, a driver from a manufacturer, or a windows xp or windows 2000/nt driver. for windows
xp and windows 2000/nt drivers, the microsoft windows xp/2000/nt driver update utility will

automatically uninstall the driver on reboot. if the selected driver is an external bluetooth device
(such as a printer or a scanner), bit driver updater will detect and update the device itself. now click

the finish button. bit driver updater will start installing the new driver, and when finished, it will
reboot your computer. to verify that the driver was properly updated, open device manager again

and see if it shows the latest driver version for your bluetooth device. install drivers manually -
following the manufacturer's instructions will ensure that all the drivers are installed properly. this is
the simplest way to make sure that all the installed drivers are working. if you are new to this, you
should consult a supported microsoft publication , or if the problem persists, contact a local service

provider.
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so, you should make a note of the name of the file that was downloaded. it will be in self-extracting
setup (.exe) format. once you have downloaded the driver package, you need to extract the contents
of the driver file to a folder. next, start the scan for updates feature and wait for the tool to complete
scanning your system. if everything is fine, then you can now download the updates to be installed.
but if there are any issues, then you can fix it using fixit option. as per the above explanation, you

have to update your generic bluetooth driver, and it is done by downloading the driver of your
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preferred manufacturer. you can get the updated driver of your preference from the manufacturers
sites or from the microsoft update as it is available with many different oems. this update/upgrade
should be enough to fix your problem of the missing device driver. simply download the applicable
driver file and install. if you get several generic bluetooth radio drivers in device manager and you
believe one of these drivers is the accurate version, choose the correct one from the list of drivers.
use the instructions on the screen to install the device driver. to ensure that your bluetooth device
adapter is updated to the latest driver, right-click the applicable generic bluetooth radio icon and

choose “properties” in the context menu. in the “details” section, you will notice the driver version
listed as “driver version”. you will find that your device will start working once you install this driver.
if you want to reinstall the driver after the reboot, you have to right-click on the generic bluetooth

radio icon and “update driver.” 5ec8ef588b
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